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Built For Small 
Australian Schools

ENGAGING STUDENTS  
THROUGH PARKOUR  
AND ACROBATICS
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*Backflips Lite does not include the set pieces depicted in these photos.
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Director Address  
From Samwise
As the Director of our Backflips Against Bullying presentations, 
I am incredibly proud of the difference we have been able to 
make in schools across Australia.

When we launched Backflips in NSW at the beginning of 2019, 
it exploded with popularity; we were completely floored. 
It became very clear that educators around the country 
understood the value of engaging the students, and knew that 
Parkour and Stunts is a fantastic way to achieve this. 

The program was such a hit, that despite being shut down 
for half of 2020 and the particularly precarious position that 
the entertainment industry was placed in, we were able to 
bounce back to launch teams in QLD and VIC, running 6 teams 
of acrobats concurrently from 2021 across the 3 states. We’re 
excited to continue spreading this much-needed message 
across Australian schools.
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What is  
Backflips Lite?

Engaging Students through Parkour and Acrobatics.

Backflips Lite is an adaptation of our highly successful 
Backflips Against Bullying program, specifically built for 
smaller schools with lower budgets.

The premise of the Backflips Against Bullying shows  
are simple: when students are engaged, they learn.  
So we engage them with Backflips, and we teach them 
about Bullying.

After the performance by our highly skilled and 
professional presenters,the learning is consolidated  
in the classroom using our teaching resource packs.

Not only were the 
performers highly skilled, 
they were also articulate 

and challenged the  
boys when discussing  
very important issues  

linked to bullying.”

- Champagnat 
 Catholic College

“Entertaining,  
relevant  and 

engaging.”

- Fairfield West  
Public School

“The role play was 
sensational. Having 
students involved  
was fantastic and 

obviously the backflips 
were AMAZING!”

-  Nambour State College

3-Pronged Approach

Build Them Strong: 
Teaching Resilience 
and Practical Tools 

 to help Victims

1
Social Influence: 

Empowering students 
to hold each other 

accountable

2
Classroom Consolidation: 
Providing Comprehensive  

Teachers Resources

3
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Why Backflips?

BECAUSE ENGAGED  
STUDENTS LEARN.
Parkour and flips are one of the 
fastest growing trends amongst students.

Education is based on content  
and engagement, but we know  
that great content alone is not 
enough to educate students who 
do not want to learn. Additionally, 
those who need to hear this 
message the most are often the 
hardest to engage with. In steps 
Backflips Against Bullying! Our 
program was created as a step 
[and a few flips] above workbooks 
and activities to engage and 
energize your students. 

Teachers should be allowed to focus on what they do best; teaching. 
By addressing bullying on a social level, we can empower students 
to hold each other accountable. Let’s take action together and build 
a harassment-free school environment that saves lives.

Parkour and Acrobatics is one of 
the fastest growing trends amongst 
students. But it’s unreasonable to 
expect that teachers will learn how 
to do Backflips. And that’s what 
an incursion is for - introduce a 
specialist who can bring something 
new and exciting to the table. 
When students are engaged, they 
learn. So we engage them with 
Backflips, and we teach them 
about Bullying.
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“All students were totally 
engaged, amazed by the 
flipping and drama. I’d 
never seen them all so 

engrossed in something.”

- Bolwarra Public School

When students are engaged, they learn. So we engage them  
with Backflips, and we teach them about Bullying.
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Topics We Address

1. EMPOWERING THE BYSTANDER
Primary Schools
 Having the power to stand up for one another is a core theme  
displayed in the program. By addressing bullying on a social level,  
we’ll give students the necessary tools and empower them to hold each 
other accountable.

2. EXIT STRATEGIES
Primary Schools
After a big acrobatic demonstration of bullying, we ask the students what 
could be done differently, and rewind and replay scenarios with their ideas 
to show what strategies can work to help the situation.

3. RETALIATION
Primary Schools
In a comedy filled segment [with an extremely over-the-top teacher 
character!], we demonstrate how retaliating gives the bully exactly what 
they want; and you will get into trouble as well.

4. RESILIENCE
Primary & High Schools
Stay calm and be kind; if you do these two things you can shut down verbal 
harassment straight away. We bring up a volunteer to help us show the 
students just how effective this really is. 

5. SELF-REFLECTION
Primary & High Schools
Those who display bullying behaviours need to be helped as well, not just 
the victims. After a vulnerable segment where our team discusses times 
they may have bullied another person in their life, we encourage the 
students to acknowledge any mistakes they may have made in the past,  
and commit to making a change.

6. CYBER-BULLYING
Primary & High Schools
As a Trusted E-Safety Provider with the Australian Government, we will 
demonstrate the different ways you can shut down forms of harassment 
that occur using technology, in a segment filled with humour and parkour.

7. AGGRESSION & ITS CONSEQUENCES
High Schools
After an exciting choreographed demonstration, the students will be faced 
with the reality that assault is a crime, and that there is no principals office 
in the real world. We talk about worst case scenarios, and the ripple effect 
that aggression can have on your life and your relationships.

8. SUICIDE & DEPRESSION
High Schools
Taking a break from the comedy & acrobatics, we have a serious discussion 
with the students about how your actions can have severe consequences 
for the mental health of your peers.



Programs

PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 
PROGRAM
Backflips Against 
Bullying Performance

•  Empowering  
The Bystander

•  Exit Strategies  
for the Victim

•  Deliberate  
Social Exclusion

•  The Consequences  
of Retaliation

• Whole-School Action
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HIGH 
SCHOOL 
PROGRAM 
Backflips Against 
Bullying Performance

•  Power Dynamics and 
Resilience

•  Cyber-Bullying

•  Physical, Verbal and 
Social Harassment

•  Real World 
Consequences

•  Targeted and 
Repeated Harassment 

PROGRAM B 
COMING  
IN 2022



Cost Day Schedule

$950.00 Base for Single Show Program

$1,400.00 Base for Multiple Show Program
* Travel feels will apply for regional schools. See our Automated Booking  

Form for the exact travel cost.

NEW PRICE 
FOR SMALL 
SCHOOLS 

This schedule will be customised to fit your bell times.  
Each Performance runs for Approximately 1 Hour

SINGLE SHOW SCHEDULE
8:30am Arrival & Setup

10:00am Backflips Against Bullying Performance

11:00am Finish & Packup

MULTIPLE SHOW SCHEDULE
8:30am Arrival & Setup

10:00am Backflips Against Bullying Performance #1

11:00am First Break

11:30am Backflips Against Bullying Performance #2

12:30pm Backflips Against Bullying Performance #3

1:30pm Finish & Packup
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EXAMPLE PER-STUDENT 
BREAKDOWN:
$5.00 for 180 Students

$7.50 for 120 students

$10.00 for 90 students

$12.50 for 72 students

$15.00 for 60 students
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 CALL US
 1300 993 225

 EMAIL US
 admin@actioneducation.com.au

 FIND US
 www.actioneducation.com.au 

Contact Us

“This is why you should  
call them for your school. 

If you say totally yes to this 
you’re awesome, if it was  
no you’re probably going  

to be insane or die!”

- Mikayla, Year 2 
Spell-checked by  
Action Education


